THE  AUTHORITY   OF   CATHOLICISM
3.   THE   SYLLABUS^   PAPAL   INFALLIBILITY  AND   THE   DOWNFALL
OF THE SECOND EMPIRE
The alliance between Napoleon  and the Church rested,
we have said, on a fundamental misunderstanding of their
respective attitudes to the essential problems of their time;
and the wonder is not that it ever broke down, but that it first
lasted as long as it did, and that in spite of all that happened
the  Church  ultimately renewed the compact and was still
found on the Imperial side in the closing days of the Empire.
But from her point of view the alternative to Napoleon was
never a really dependable Catholic monarch, but an anti-clerical
republic ; he was always, at worst, the better of the two evils.
As to Napoleon himself, it must be remembered that he was
never a free agent, that by his side always stood his evil genius,
the Empress, who was herself in the hands of the clerical party,
and was ever urging him to a Catholic policy. If, however, we
bear in mind the extremely vacillating character of Napoleon,
his sudden changes of opinion, due either to passing personal
influences or to sudden gusts either of Liberal or of Catholic
emotion, it will easily be realized that things rarely went
smoothly for long in the relations between Church and Emperor.
Shortly after his accession he refused, as we saw, to abrogate or
modify the organic articles so as to increase the autonomy of
the Church. The counter-r'efusal of the Pope to come and crown
him at Notre-Dame put him in very ill humour, and made him
both tighten up the LoiFalloux^ so as to make the State control
over schools more definite, and ignore a great deal of the anti-
Ultramontane literature which the proclamation in 1855 of the
dogma of the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary had
provoked. In spite of occasional friction, however, the general
alliance outwardly remained, and was apparently deepened by
the measures taken as a result of Orsini's attempted murder of
the Imperial couple (i4th January 1858): new Press and police
laws were passed, fresh favours officially shown to the clergy,
Proudhon prosecuted and condemned for his bookD<? la Justice
dans la Revolution et dans fEglise* Fresh enthusiasm for the
Emperor was awakened in Catholic circles and the Bishop

